Egress Respond
Run internal investigations, rapidly fulfil Subject Access Requests, and
quantify email risk.
Organisations are under pressure to meet the
requirements of a global wave of strict data privacy
regulations. Legislation such as GDPR – and the financial
penalties it threatens for non-compliance – give
companies no option but to store and access email
content securely.
Our eDiscovery solution gives you the ability to index,
archive and instantly search plaintext and encrypted
email content, meaning you can quickly analyse data
flows and measure risk to:

Meet regulatory requirements

Fast-track SAR response time

Detect risk to personal data and comply with
emerging global data privacy laws.

Streamline responses with automated and
intelligent eDiscovery tools.

Avoid financial and reputational
damage

Keep sensitive data safe

Prevent email data breaches that need to be
reported to regulators and data subjects.

Protect personal information with a finegrained view of sensitive data flows.

Accelerate SAR fulfillment and compliance reporting
With regulations expecting quick fulfilment of Subject Access Requests (SARs), our rapid search
capabilities across encrypted emails and files accelerate report generation and fast-track
response time. In addition, intelligent optical character recognition technology makes keyword
searches within images and scanned documents possible, while our redaction tool can obscure
non-relevant sensitive data in just a few clicks before you send the report to the data subject.
We also report on email and document classification across your organisation, including
automated document similarity reports, and enable you to also track classified data, including
when documents have been edited, renamed or had a classification downgrade.

Securing

7 million
users every
day

Integrated access to personal archives with fast,
comprehensive search
We enhance productivity by providing access to encrypted and plaintext
emails from a single location via your web browser. Users can access their
personal archives, while administrators can monitor the entire email
network using rapid search and inspection of email body and attachments,
and subject lines. Reporting provides in-depth analysis of how employees
are securing sensitive data, allowing for targeted improvements to reduce
risk. Our powerful analytics engine also provides real-time detailed
information for drilled-down monitoring and investigations.

Top five features
1

Rapid search functionality

2

Encrypted and plaintext index

3

Redaction capabilities

4

Data search restrictions

5

Character recognition

“We decided to use Egress Respond to help
monitor and manage our compliance with both
data protection law and industry best practice.”
GENERAL MANAGER, HEALTHCARE RM

Visit www.egress.com for
more features.

Flexible infrastructure
for bespoke archiving and
data protection
Infrastructural complexity can often
block effective archiving efforts.
We are platform and provideragnostic, with full cloud, on-premise
and hybrid implementations
available. We are highly flexible,
including automatic storage of
highly sensitive email content
on-premise, while providing cloud
storage for less sensitive data. We
also integrate with Outlook so users
can access their personal archives
directly from their desktop, with
automated system triggers and
report generation to further aid
customisation and integration.

For more information please contact your account
manager or call +31 850 645 960

Click here to
share product
information

About Egress
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently
and securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect
individual users and stop breaches before they happen.
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